
 A spot of friendly wizardry 
Core Concept 

A spot of wizardry is a game for 2 or more players to determine the greatest 

wizard.  

Winning the wizard duel 

When a wizard is struck for 5 “hits” (or damage) or is pushed out of bounds, 

he is defeated. The final wizard in play is the victor. If all wizards would be 

defeated in the same turn the game is a draw, unacceptable for wizards. 

Restart the round with only 2 “hits” to determine the winner. If there is still 

a tie, play games with sudden death 1 “hit” until a winner is decided. 

Needed for play 

Each player requires 1 model representing their wizard. A selection of dice 

including d4, d6, d8 and d12 are needed. Several markers may be needed 

depending on the spells in play. 

Sequence of play 

The game is played in a sequence of Turns. There are 3 phases in each Turn, 

the planning phase, the initiative phase and the action phase. 

The Planning Phase 

In this phase both players secretly write down their actions. Each player 

may make each available action up to twice, and each spell only once per 

turn. Some spells may be unavailable the turn after they have been used. 

Each action/spell costs a number of AP (Action points). No more than 2 

spells may be used per wizard per turn. 

The Initiative Phase 

Players add the number of action points committed to initiative during the 

planning phase and add that to their wizard’s initiative. On a tie resolve by 

rolling a d6. The wizard with the higher initiative becomes the wizard who 

resolves first during the action phase. 

The Action Phase 

Starting with the wizard who won the initiative the players take it in turns 

completing the actions chosen during the planning phase. Unless specified 

by the spell these may be carried out in any order. 

Basic Actions 

Move: Move 1 square (orthogonally or diagonally) 1AP 

Run: Move 3 squares in a straight line (2AP) 

Magic Touch: Deal 1 damage to a wizard in an adjacent square. 

A puff of wind: Move another wizard into any adjacent square. 

Defend: Add a point to defence this turn. 

Initiative: Commit a point to initiative this turn. 

Wizard Profiles 

Young Wizard: 5AP, 3 spell slots 2 innate initiative 

Aged Wizard: 4AP, 4 spell slots 1 innate initiative 1 innate defend 

Greybeard: 3AP, 5 spell slots. 2 innate defend 

Spells 
For each spell slot roll 2d6. These may be combined in any order or taken 

on their own in order to fill that slot. A double allows the wizard access to 

any spell containing the number duplicated. No spell may be taken more 

than once. 

If a spell requires a chosen target write the square identifier and the player 

start board. 

For example, a roll of 3 and 4 would give access to spells 3, 4, 34, 43. 5 and5 

would give access to 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 51, 52, 53, 54, 56, 65. 

Spells may not target a square or wizard if the shortest line to that square 

is through a line of sight blocker (on the terrain board or a summoned 

creature). 

Minor Magic 

1 Curse: Roll a d4. Your opponent loses that many AP next turn. 2 may be 

prevented for each defend committed. 

2 Fog: Neither player can cast a spell targeted on a wizard/square more 

than 4 squares away from themselves until the end of the turn. 

3 Poison Dart: Give a wizard a poison marker. At the end of the action 

phase this marker deals 1 damage. 1 defend will remove the marker. 

4 Dispel: prevent the next spell cast this turn. 

5 Magic Missile: If your opponent committed no AP to defend, deal 1 

damage. 

Divination 

12 Clairvoyance: next turn your opponent must write their first 2 actions 

or spells (choices which are 2AP still count as 1) and show them to you 

before the rest of the planning phase. May not be used the turn after it is 

used. 

13 Foresight: Next turn your opponent must tell you have many AP he will 

be assigning to initiative and defends during the planning phase. 

14 Awareness: Next turn begin the turn with 2 innate defence points. 

15 Spot weakness: Remove all defends belonging to a wizard.  

16 One step ahead: For the rest of the game you may always chose to have 

the initiative, if you want. 

Summoning 

21 Summon spectral sword: Increase magic touch damage by 3 for the rest 

of the turn. 

23 Leap: Place the wizard in a square exactly 5 away from his current 

position. 2AP 

24 Summon animal: Place a token representing a friendly animal adjacent 

to the wizard. This animal may move, run, and use magic touch. It has 3 AP 

each turn. 

25 Plague of insects: Choose a wizard. That wizard must choose to take 2 

damage or move 2 squares away from the caster. These may be lowered 

by 1 for each defence committed. May not be used the turn after casting. 

26 Summon Demon: Place a demon marker anywhere on the board. The 

player with initiative rolls a d6 in each action phase and uses the demon to 

cast the associated spell from evocations. On a 6 the player may choose. 

Only 1 demon may be in play. 

Conjuration 

31 Entangle: A chosen wizard may not move this turn. Can be prevented 

with a defend. 

32 Tidal Wave: Must be the final action of the wizard. Choose a square 

during the planning phase. Anyone on a square adjacent or including this 

square takes 2 hits and is pushed 2 squares away from the caster. Reduced 

by 1 for any defends committed. 2AP 

34 Sleet storm: Wizards within 8 squares of the caster may not run. Anyone 

who ends the action phase within 8 squares of the caster takes 2 hits. Must 

be cast as first action of the turn. 2AP. 

35 Push: Move a wizard 4 squares away from the caster. Each defend 

lowers this by 2. May not be used the turn after casting. 2AP 

36 Teleport: Move to any square on the board. Once per game. 2AP 

Illusion 

41 Hide: Only action of this wizard turn. Remove the wizard from the 

board. At the end of the turn place your wizard on any square within 8 

squares of where it had been. May not be used the turn after casting. 

42 Beauty: An opponent must roll a 4+ (d6) to successfully cast a damaging 

spell on this wizard this turn. 

43 Blinding Light: Target must roll a 4+. If failed all further actions this turn 

are changed to move (even if this would take the total above 2). Can be 

rerolled for each Defend. May not be used the turn after it is used. 

45 Transpose: Switch positions with another wizard within 8 squares. May 

not be used the turn after casting. 

46 Illusory body: Place a token representing your illusion adjacent to the 

wizard. Secretly write down if the illusion or main character model is the 

real wizard. Both may only use basic actions whilst the illusion is present. 

If either would take damage, reveal the true location of the wizard. At the 

start of the planning phase you may reveal your true location. 

Abjuration 

51 Absorb damage: Any damage prevented by defends this turn becomes 

an AP you can use next turn. 

52 Stoneskin: You are immune to damage caused by magic touch this turn 

and next turn. 

53 Banish: destroy one summoned creature. 1 defend point may be used 

to counter this spell. 

54 Circle of protection: Your opponent may not deal damage to you this 

turn unless he is within 4 squares of you. May not be used the turn after it 

is used. 2AP 

56 Antimagic field: All tokens marking magic or summons currently in play 

are removed. Any spells which would take effect at the end of the turn do 

nothing. 

Evocation 

61 Lightning bolt: choose a square in planning. Deal 2 damage to that 

square. One may be negated for every 2 defends. 

62 Storm: Must be the final action of the wizard. Choose a square during 

the planning phase. Anyone on a square adjacent (but not on) this square 

takes 3 hits. Reduced by 1 for any defends committed. 2AP 

63 Smash: Must be the final action of the wizard. Choose an unoccupied 

square during the planning phase. Place a marker on this square to show it 

is now considered out of bounds for end of game purposes. 

64 Flame tongue: The wizard may not move before or after casting this in 

a turn. Deal 3 damage to any wizard within 4 squares in a straight line from 

the caster. Each damage may be blocked by a defend. 

65 Tracking ball: Place a marker for the ball adjacent to the wizard. Only 

two may be in play at any time. At the end of each action phase move the 

ball 2 squares. If it reaches a wizard remove it at deal 2 damage (cannot be 

negated). 

 

 



 

Each player brings the above grid as their starting area. In a typical 1v1 game the players attach their start areas together so all 9 

squares of one side are adjacent to a square on the other start area. They can be of any orientation the player chooses. Both players do 

not need to choose the same orientation. In a 3-player game the start area of the third wizard should connect to one start area by 4 

squares and the other by 5. Keep adding additional players in a sensible manner if you wish. 

The wizard always starts on the START square. 

Black squares are impassable and block line of site.  
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